CPR decision making and older adults: clinical implications.
Originally developed in 1960 as an emergency intervention for individuals who unexpectedly went into cardiac arrest, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is now in widespread use. With broader use of CPR over the past several decades, some limitations and unintended consequences of the procedure have been identified. In addition, accumulated data have demonstrated low probabilities of survival and uneven success rates of CPR for certain subgroups. Despite advances in the understanding of CPR outcomes, the general public and many health professionals significantly overestimate the benefits and underestimate any negative consequences. As a result, CPR decision making is often based on incomplete or inaccurate information. This article discusses the "rest of the story" about CPR, namely the existing evidence about CPR survival and potential complications of CPR. The article also highlights how nurses can help promote informed decision making about CPR to older adults and their families.